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I. Introduction 
 
1. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) has made radical change to its underlying technology 
infrastructure to increase agility and service levels for the organisation.  This paper outlines ABS experiences in 
this successful program which used new technologies such as virtualisation and “cloud” computing.  This 
project faced and overcame barriers related to budget constraints, service management, software licensing, and 
software deployment.  The ABS is now recognised both within Australia and internationally as a practice leader 
in this area.  The paper also explores further opportunities we see for evolving technology infrastructure to 
support the future of statistical institutions.  
 
2. In 2004 the ABS’ statistical processing was very much reliant on ICT to process and disseminate 
statistics but this was mainly just automation of the old manual methods.  Through the National Statistical 
Service (NSS) and through changes in society's use of technology, new data sources and data services were 
becoming available which looked useful to integrate into ABS processes and outputs (for example spatial data 
services). More and more data suppliers and consumers (individuals, business, non-government organisations 
and government agencies) were expecting to deal with ABS electronically.  As more of our statistical capability 
was becoming dependent on connections to external systems, the risk profile and service demands were 
changing. The ABS’ website was becoming a critical service for the dissemination of ABS statistical releases 
and the demand for ABS publications had increased significantly in past years.  In addition to improving the 
end-user services of the website, there was also demand for system-to-system services which would require a 
more agile environment.  Other trends which were driving change for the ABS included the substitution of 
purpose-built collection instruments (e.g. survey forms) with more 'administrative' data and the associated 
distributed data warehousing and metadata implications; the need for work practices and systems which allow 
re-purposing of already collected data to produce new statistical outputs in much shorter time-frames; support 
for collecting data to managed quality levels rather than planned processing cycle times; and support for 
(external) end-user data linking and merging of output data for complex research.  A computing environment 
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was needed to provide a capability that was flexible, available, agile and dynamic while staying within existing 
budget constraints.  
 
3. Like most organisations, the ABS' technology architecture was the product of many years of evolution 
with old siloed infrastructure platforms simply being replaced by newer ones and years of cumulative changes 
and updates to keep the systems going.  The infrastructure was complex, lacked interoperability and innovation 
and was difficult to manage with total cost of ownership (TCO) unsustainable for the organisation.  The 
challenge was not only to provide effective current and future support for the ABS' business of Statistics but 
enable an innovative platform for the ABS to lead with the NSS and have the agility to embrace and progress 
any new statistical endeavours.  The ABS needed to develop a clear future picture for the technology 
infrastructure and determine a prioritised plan for achieving the goals.  This was an opportunity to completely 
change the dated ICT and modernise the computing environment using innovative thinking with some level of 
measured risk. 
 
4. "A complete paradigm change".  We wanted to offer our ABS clients “Cloud” infrastructure services or 
"Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)" to deliver computer infrastructure, a platform virtualisation environment, as 
a service.  Rather than an ABS client purchasing a server or software etc, they instead buy resources as a service 
fully independent of its source.  The service is charged on a utility computing basis and has an allocated amount 
of resources. 
 
 
II. Developing the ABS “Private Cloud” 
 
A. The Server Environment 
 
5. By 2004, the significant compute demand from internal ABS clients had resulted in a sprawling 
infrastructure incorporating a number of operating systems running on approximately 360 physical servers of 
varying specification with most using direct attached storage and tape backup.  The operating system, server 
and storage environment was requiring large capital investments and consuming more and more labour 
intensive administrative effort to maintain an adequate service. No resources were available to plan or develop 
an infrastructure to address future business demand.  
 
6. The ABS had the typical issues of computing environments that had become more complex and grown 
beyond all original expectations and planning.  Issues arising from a large number of infrastructure devices, 
limited standardisation, a greater number of applications running on each host, more application 
incompatibilities and testing load. The limited Storage Area Network (SAN) technology required constant 
management and tuning to maintain performance while the main processing platform, UNIX lacked agility and 
the TCO was stretching the ABS ICT budget. 
 
7. Developer staff and business units were often experiencing delays of up to two month before gaining 
access to a piece of testing hardware, which in reality was generally not a true reflection of the ABS production 
environment as the hardware was usually old and out dated. 
 
 
B. Virtualisation 
 
8. The ABS’ first priority in the plan to modernise the technology infrastructure was to start at the data 
centre level with the server, operating system and storage environment. The prime objectives were 
simplification, automation, self service and to reduce the TCO. 
 
9. A number of initiatives were planned including the rationalisation of the number of different operating 
systems, introduction of standard commodity hardware, dynamic SAN technology with simplified processes 
and procedures.  These initiatives were to be complimentary to a technology called Virtualisation; this was the 
most innovative technology but also brought the most risk to the plan, but was key to the future agility of the 
ABS computing environment. 
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10. Virtualisation partitioning technology had been around since the mainframe era but was used mainly to 
section off a small part of the computer to provide a testing environment.  The virtualisation the ABS proposed 
was the "hypervisor" technology designed for the commodity x86 hardware.  The ABS gauged the technology 
to be the way of the future but at the time it was immature and very basic.  The "hypervisor" layer; was 
effectively an application sitting on the traditional server operating system layer, and was even mixed with other 
applications. 
 

 
Source: Vmware Inc. 
 
C. Introduction to Virtualisation 
 
11. The ABS planned and adopted a low-key start to virtualisation.  Although the virtualisation concept had 
enormous potential for the business, in 2004 the technology was immature and was not seen by the ABS as 
enterprise ready. The measured start decision enabled time for more informed and detailed planning, allowed 
the infrastructure teams to learn and practise the new skills required with virtualisation technology and giving 
them time to design and put in place new simplified procedures and processes. 
 
12. The ABS business benefits from a virtualisation environment were first realised through a dedicated 
application test environment. The virtualisation software architecture at the time provided limited performance 
for running applications so the test environment was only designed for proving the concept of the new 
applications.  Providing even a limited test environment for clients within a day of request signified the new 
direction in infrastructure.  
  
13. The early virtualisation software also proved ideal for ABS regional office sites where partitioning 
enabled incompatible applications to run together on separate virtual machines on a single host computer. These 
first virtual machines enabled the applications to run seamlessly without requiring any increase in the regional 
office hardware investment. 
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D. Getting Serious with Virtualisation 
 
14. In March 2005, with the availability of VMWare’s first enterprise class virtualisation (ESX 2.5) the 
ABS ramped up the investment and created its first enterprise ready virtualisation cluster using six physical 
hosts to support all test and development for the whole organisation.  This new virtualised environment 
provided improved and more robust performance then the earlier environment.  Now, rather then waiting up to 
two months for developers to get access to scarce hardware resources, clients found they could get an 
application into a full testing environment within a day, significantly reducing time from project concept to 
delivery.  This relatively small deployment paved the way for the ABS to create the ABS “cloud” and 
implement virtualisation across its production infrastructure. 
 
15. About 12 months of experience with the generation two deployment provided valuable and thorough 
learning and time to develop and perfect the procedures before moving to a virtualised production environment.  
The rich experience gained with the first cluster provided valuable data for the planning and implementation of 
the production deployment.  
 
16. The plan for the production environment included extensive beta testing of VMWare’s ESX 3 
enterprise virtualisation product, planning for success required confirmation that the new version combined the 
agility benefits of ESX 2.5 with a new level of performance and availability features.  The plan also included 
the acquisition and installation of new generation storage and servers that optimized the performance, flexibility 
and efficiency that virtualisation could deliver.  Even with all the success of the development environment there 
was still a significant level of scepticism about whether or not the virtualisation technology was ready to be 
used for the ABS production environment. 
 
E. User Acceptance 
 
17. For the modernisation programme to have any chance of success, the virtualisation technology needed 
acceptance by both the IT professionals and the clients. Education and demonstrated benefit of virtualisation 
was a key priority. 
 
18. The virtualisation "High Availability" feature, a utility that monitors all physical servers in a resource 
cluster and restarts virtual machines impacted by host server failure played a key role in securing user 
acceptance.  This feature enabled a full 24/7 computing resource availability to the clients, with no down time at 
all - not even for the moving of applications or "patching" of the environment. Indirectly, the feature also 
delivered substantial cost savings, without the need for warranty uplift on the physical servers, an annual saving 
of approximately 10 percent on the server fleet TCO. 
 
19. One of the ABS’ major tests internally was to ensure that virtualised applications recorded at least 90 
percent of the performance they could achieve on a physical server.  An application would be benchmarked on 
physical server hardware before being migrated to the virtualised infrastructure.  A guarantee was provided to 
clients that, in the event of a problem, the application would be moved back to a physical server within a day to 
reproduce the problem.  The virtual to physical procedures were crucial, giving confidence in virtualising 
commercial off-the-shelf software (COTS), particularly as some vendors were not fully embracing the concept 
of virtualisation.  
 
F. ABS leads the way with Third Generation Virtualisation 
 
20. In June 2006, with all the planning complete and an implementation methodology in place the ABS 
became the first site in Australia to release a production “cloud” environment using third generation enterprise 
virtualisation.  As planned, the virtualisation software was combined with new virtualised storage area network 
(SAN) and new high performance x86 servers fully configured with RAM to create the first production cluster. 
 
21. With the success of virtualisation in operation and client embracing the technology, the ABS quickly 
increased the number of server clusters, each designed to be linked to a dedicated SAN environment for 
management simplicity and performance. 
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Source: Vmware Inc. 
 
G. ABS takes another step forward 
 
22. The ABS elected to migrate the production, test and development environments to the latest release 
from VMware, ESX 3.5 late in 2007 to exploit the greater feature set and improve performance. This was 
significant as the improvements provided the required performance level to begin virtualising the Oracle 
databases and other tier-1 mission critical business applications. Another first, with the ABS now providing a 
fully redundant, load balanced Oracle environment all running on commodity servers, moving away from the 
less flexible and expensive Unix platform. 
 
23. With the flexibility to move applications without any disruption to service the ABS adopted a tiered 
architecture where tier-1 applications always run on the virtualised cluster of the organisation’s newest and most 
powerful servers. Tier-2 applications are hosted on clusters of the ABS’ next-best servers, and so on.  This 
ensures the most effective use of the “cloud” capability with tier-1 applications receiving a stepped increase in 
performance approximately each six months.  In the old UNIX environment an increase in performance was 
only financially possible every four years. 
 
H. Simplicity reduces staff costs 
  
24. The deployment of enterprise class virtualisation coupled with standardisation and careful attention to 
removing complexity has allowed the ABS to reduce staff numbers in its Servers, Operating Systems and 
Storage section from 30 to10 over the last three years. This reduction has occurred through rotation and natural 
attrition as the environment becomes more automated and easier to manage, freeing specialised staff to move 
onto projects that better utilise their skills to advance the ABS business.  
 
I. Software Licensing 
 
25. Along with all the benefits of virtualisation there comes a major complication, software licensing.  With 
software licences including the operating system traditionally licensed by CPU and in some cases attached to a 
particular CPU, this was not going to work with a virtualised environment.  As an early adopter of virtualisation 
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the ABS faced a number of difficulties with the licensing models with most of its software vendors, as the 
vendors themselves didn’t know how to address licensing in the changing server landscape.  Even today a 
number of software companies haven't yet completely decided how to license a customer using a virtualised 
environment.  One of the major problems is a number of software vendors don't recognise the soft partitioning 
method of separation that virtualisation uses, instead preferring the older and more restrictive hardware 
partitioning model.  To explain, if an organisation has a single 24-way server and hard partitions four CPUs to 
run an instance of SoftwareX, this would require 4 licences.  But if the same organisation has a virtualisation 
cluster consisting of 6, 4-way servers and softwareX is installed on 4 virtual CPUs in the cluster using soft 
partitioning as a method of isolation all 24 CPUs would require licensing.  The ABS has had to tailor software 
agreements with most of its major vendors in order to fully utilise its virtual environment. Although these new 
software agreements has meant an additional cost to the ABS for some of its purchased software the benefits of 
having an unrestricted virtual environment is still providing good value for money.     
 
J. The ABS Private “Cloud” 
 
26. With the move to VMware’s VSphere virtualisation the ABS has now completed its objective of 
running the entire compute workload in a private “cloud” and is realising the benefits.  “Cloud” computing has 
completely changed the way ABS computing resources are utilised.  Users now have the ability to access 
infrastructure resources how and when they choose consuming as much resource as required within their 
allocation, yet have the flexibility to increase or reduce that allocation when required, almost instantly.  This 
shift in the consumption model has been accommodated while still dealing with the security, compatibility, and 
compliance issues associated with delivering IaaS to application business owners and developers. 
 
27. By building and managing its own private “cloud” the ABS has pooled hardware, storage, network and 
virtualisation resources for a more flexible, dynamic and on-demand compute resource that a modern statistical 
organisation requires to keep pace with varying demand and even enable unplanned new initiatives. The 
capacity of the “cloud” can be dynamically increased to accommodate any new large project with no outage or 
inconvenience to the ABS client. 
 
28. The scope of this work was transformational across almost all ABS ICT services with most depending 
in some way on its effective operation.  By taking the early initiative the ABS has an ICT environment that most 
other Australian Government Departments are only aspiring to at present.  This was reflected in the outcomes of 
a recent review of Australian Government ICT (“Review of the Australian Government’s Use of Information 
and Communications Technology” by Sir Peter Gershon CBE FREng) with the ABS being a strong positive 
outlier in the server tower benchmarks. The ABS has been recognised in Government and the ICT industry, 
nationally and internationally, for its best practice in this area. 
 
K. Extending the “cloud” to incorporate a new Gateway 
 
29. With the success of the “cloud” in transforming the ABS' internal computing environment the decision 
was made to replace the dated, inflexible gateway environment with an infrastructure that enabled full testing 
and supported next-generation services that would allow third parties to extract and manipulate information 
from ABS publications as well as allowing new collection methods like e-forms or providing for system-to-
system services. 
 
30. By virtualising the infrastructure supporting the gateway, the ABS can now conduct a complete testing 
and development schedule for an application before it is released into production.  The previous physical server-
based gateway environment had been too large to replicate for full user or infrastructure testing and did not 
allow the agency to undertake a true simulation of Internet usability.  In addition there is now no need for 
compatibility testing due to the isolation of individual virtual machines, saving about 25 to 30 percent of the 
time required to deliver projects into the production gateway. 
  
31. The broader acceptance of virtualisation technology within the ABS has lent credibility to its 
deployment within the gateway and enabled the organisation to cope with the increasing importance of the Web 
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as a statistical collection and delivery channel.  With the ABS business moving down the path of delivering new 
Web-based services, an efficient gateway is very important. 
 
32. The ABS Cloud infrastructure enables businesses, government and individuals to gather integrate and 
link information from multiple ABS publications with data from other sources in a way that is meaningful to 
their specific needs. This flexibility of the design provides the ABS with a potential future role as a trusted data 
broker in the integration of data sets from multiple sources delivered through an application as a service (AaaS) 
solution.  While such functionality is still in the planning stages this represents a possible insight into the future 
direction of how the ABS will provision information. 
 
33. With virtualisation providing the flexibility for peaky demand and full redundancy the ABS was able to 
confidently develop and deploy the e-government award winning product “CData Online”.  “CData Online” is a 
tool that enables third parties to create their own tables from unit record census data on topics such as age, 
education, housing, income, transport, religion, ethnicity and occupation.  The product spans all Census 
geographies, from a single collection district to Australia as a whole. Users can create their own custom areas 
and view Census data as tables, graphs and maps.  Most importantly the tool automatically implements 
confidentialisation on the fly to protect the data.   
 
34. Original plans to build a traditional gateway would have required in excess of 300 new physical servers.  
The burden for the ABS to meet the administration, capital and maintenance costs was unrealistic for the size of 
the organisation.  With this the traditional gateway would have still been a long way short of the flexibility and 
agility of the “cloud” implementation.  
 
35. The new gateway environment is now simpler, more manageable and more predictable, with 
efficiencies that could not have been achieved with a physical infrastructure. 
 
III. What's Next? 
 
A. Lessons Learned 
 
36. Using lessons learned during the development of the "cloud", the ABS is planning new methodologies 
and processes to modernise and create agility in other parts of the ICT environment.  The ABS has a number 
programmes either underway or in the planning stages to support the future statistical initiatives including the 
National Statistical Service (NSS) and international collaboration with other National Statistical Organisations 
(NSOs). 
 
B. Security to match the cloud 
  
37. The ABS is committed to positioning itself to respond to new business models as they emerge in a 
secure way.  The ABS will explore software and hardware offerings with a view to pre-position for future 
business models and will as far as practicable keep up to date with the latest versions of hardware and software 
related to security.  The planned acquisition of new border firewalls and ensuring the protection of current and 
future services in the gateway environment is one example. 
 
38. Collaboration with external entities a high priority for the ABS.  The ability to allow access to the ABS 
internal network to facilitate this is becoming possible with new security software and infrastructure.  These 
solutions will provide inherently secure environments to meet confidentiality requirements of government 
legislation, while most importantly continuing to maintain perception and the trust of data providers.  Security 
was a major influencer in the decision to develop a “private cloud” rather than using a “public cloud” to ensure 
all data is held and processed within the ABS. 
 
39. A final aim of a number of initiatives is to allow, in a secure manner, ABS staff to access the ABS 
internal network with whatever device they have at their disposal and wherever they happen to be at the time. 
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B.1 Two Points of Presence 
 
40. With the Gateway “cloud” environment so important to the successful operation and progression of 
ABS business, the new environment was architected with full redundancy not only using the features of the 
virtualisation technology but also ensuring appropriate parts have hardware duplication, effectively enabling a 
second gateway, although currently still hosted in the ABS’ main data centre.  This duplicated feature of the 
design has provided extra redundancy while also laying the platform and testing the feasibility of providing a 
second gateway environment in one of  the ABS’ regional office data centres.   With the maturing of the 
virtualisation technology and features which will soon be available to run multiple synchronised active sites or 
“clouds”, the ABS is well prepared to enable two geographically separate Web points of presence.  This 
important step will not only provide a greater level of resiliency for the ABS website and gateway infrastructure 
but will also lay the foundation for the ABS to have greater agility in new paradigms of collection and 
dissemination of statistics providing a better service to stakeholders and clients.  
 
B.2 Utilising the “Cloud” 
 
41. The next step in the use of the ABS “cloud” is the re-architecting and design of applications that sit 
within the “cloud”.  Although the ABS has an immense capability for the development of new business 
applications using the ABS “cloud” a number of older applications have been simply migrated to the new 
environment to utilise the benefits of flexibility, high availability and load balancing while maintaining physical 
server like performance.  To fully utilise capacity of the “cloud” the ABS will move from the traditional 
physical server imposed limits, designing for a scale out approach, introducing more segmentation and parallel 
processing to significantly increase the performance of the statistical processing.  This will further progress the 
ABS’ ability to provide more relevant statistics in a more timely manner.  
 
C. No Major Disruptive Technology Updates 
 
42. Traditionally, major updates to the ICT environment are lengthy, have high staff and resource 
consumption, are expensive and disruptive for clients as well as for the organisation as a whole.  This causes 
these projects to be put off as long as possible which in itself increases the complexity and disruption of the 
update, causing a "catch 22" situation. 
 
43. The plan for the ABS' future technology is to have a flexible ICT environment that requires no major 
upgrades but has the architectural methodology to keep the computing environment up to date with frequent low 
impact feature updates.  With the server part of the environment now in good shape it is important that we now 
turn our attention towards the desktop, the other high impact area.  Moving to a desktop that is up to date while 
simplified for management will position the ABS well to achieve these goals, and provide a springboard for 
future innovation and efficiencies in the ICT environment. 
  
D. A "Clean State” for the Desktop 
 
44. The ABS is currently in the process of going back to basics, developing a new "vanilla" standard 
desktop environment using the latest Windows and Notes software.  The new desktop platform will not have 
any old version legacy carried forward and will have minimal ABS customisation allowing for simple feature 
updates.  This new platform will be flexible enough to be either deployed on traditional desktop hardware or 
utilised in future virtual desktop implementations.  The new desktop platform will also feature two-factor 
authentication which will bolster internal security, complement the ABS “cloud” security model and allow staff 
to securely access the ABS externally from any device.  
 
E. Desktop Virtualisation 
 
45. As with the low-key start to server virtualisation, the ABS has adopted a similar approach to desktop 
virtualisation.  The ABS has been now using desktop virtualisation for over two years in a limited rollout 
mainly to sections of the ICT workforce for education and experience, and a small pilot in a regional office to 
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ascertain performance characteristics and for fully locked down desktops that run specialised applications in 
user mode a very useful business benefit.  

46. With the maturing of desktop virtualisation technology and server virtualisation features now available 
for the desktop; the ABS is likely to initiate a full desktop virtualisation programme in the very near future. The 
programme will deploy the desktop as part of the ABS "cloud", Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) will provide an on 
demand computing resource, utilising all the flexibility, redundancy and high performance features available 
and use a common platform to manage both servers and desktops from the “cloud”. 
 
47. The ABS future desktop will provide the ability to instantly provision desktops to local and remote 
users from the “cloud”, centralizing management and resources, and with the removal of IT infrastructure from 
remote offices, potentially reduce the number of ABS datacentres from 8 to 2.  The virtual desktop will provide 
business continuity and a superior end-user desktop experience over any network without the lag time 
frustrations when working from home, Regional offices or any other remote location. 
 
48. A more reliable virtual desktop will provide the ABS with major benefits from increased productivity 
and reduced general maintenance and support of the desktop environment.  Traditionally, desktop support has 
been one of the ABS’ highest ICT cost areas and the hours lost due to either the maintenance or the failure of 
PCs impacts the business. 
 
49. Having the agility for users to immediately provision additional individual desktop machines will 
provide opportunities particularly for developers where they may require different operating systems, varying 
specification machines etc. 
 
50. To complement the virtual desktop the ABS will use thin provisioning technology that will allow an 
application to be stored on a file server and streamed into the virtual desktop, enabling the sharing of a single 
application package by multiple users and simpler management of the application. 
 
51. In keeping with the enhanced security of the “cloud”, the ability to move data from the edge of the IT 
environment into the “cloud” inherently reduces the security risks to the ABS. This centralization of data access 
can mitigate the risk of data leakage and theft and simplify compliance procedures. 
 
52. Desktop virtualisation is a must for the ABS’ ideaology of no major technology updates.  New virtual 
desktop images can run “side by side” without the need to remove the old software, this even includes operating 
systems.  Immediate roll back is possible as is co-existence of both environments if required. 
 
F. Working Remotely 
 
53. With the evolution of the work environment, the ABS' strategy for a mobile work force needs to evolve 
to support paradigm shifts such as virtual teams, stay at home workers, and increasing numbers of out-posted 
officers working in other agencies or abroad.   
 
54. In order to support these evolving requirements, the ABS needs to provide staff the ability to work 
anywhere, any time, with all the facilities, services and performance that they have within the office.   
 
55. Currently a minority of ABS staff are able to work remotely using a VPN solution on ABS laptops.  
Users are often faced with problems such as slow logins, slow replication and poor performance using Notes, 
especially when abroad or using low-bandwidth internet connections. 
 
56. To address some of these issues, a trial was run using a USB key based solution which enabled users to 
access the ABS environment from their home PC.  Whilst the USB key largely provided a good experience for 
most trial participants, the high support costs and technical requirements for users severely limited the ability to 
provide this service to a wider number of ABS staff. 
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57. It is planned to enable a secure fully functional ABS environment from any remote location by early 
2011.  The success of this initiative is largely dependent on the combination and success of many of the 
initiatives outlined earlier in this paper. Initiatives like the new “clean” desktop image, desktop virtualisation, 
two-factor authentication and increased “cloud” security.  
 
G. Appliances 
 
58. A technology that is on the investigation roadmap is the use of Virtual Appliances to efficiently and 
securely distribute ABS developed statistical applications in an industry-standard format.  The packaged virtual 
appliance can be deployed on any virtualisation platform opening up not only possibilities for distribution in the 
ABS’ internal “cloud” but may allow distribution into external environments or “clouds”.  With future 
collaboration initiatives between Statistical agencies the distribution of pre-installed, pre-configured, standard 
solutions that literally enable the plugging of applications into environments with minimal effort would be 
invaluable. 
 
59. The Virtual Appliance is a pre-built software solution, comprised of one or more Virtual Machines that 
are packaged, updated, maintained and managed as a unit. Unlike a traditional hardware appliance, these 
software appliances allow easy sharing of the pre-integrated solution stacks for deployment and management in 
other sites. 
 
IV. Conclusion 
 
60. In summary the ABS has created a dynamic and agile technology infrastructure with the development 
and introduction of the ABS private “cloud”.  The “cloud” has been a major success in providing the ABS with 
the mechanism to be innovative with the future Statistical business allowing for bold initiatives without the 
business having to work around the capability or capacity of the compute infrastructure.  As outlined, the ABS 
has a number of technology initiatives planned or under way to ensure that the ICT in the ABS is continually 
looking for innovation in delivering a better service for clients. 
 

__________ 
 


